International Business
Definitions 1) IB field is concerned with the issues facing international companies and governments in dealing with all types of crossborder transactions. 2) IB involves all business transactions that involve two or more countries. 3) IB consists of transactions that are devised and carried out across borders to satisfy the objectives of individuals and organizations. 4) IB consists of those activities private and public enterprises that involve the movement across national boundaries of goods and services, resources, knowledge or skills.
Multinational Enterprises
A MNE has a worldwide approach to foreign markets and production and an integrated global philosophy encompassing both domestic and international markets.
International Management
defined as a process of accomplishing the global objectives of a firm by (1) effectively coordinating the procurement, allocation, and utilization of the human, financial, intellectual, and physical resources of the firm within and across national boundaries and (2) effectively charting the path toward the desired organizational goals by navigating the firm through a global environment that is not only dynamic but often very hostile to the firm's very survival.
International Trade: When a firm exports goods or services to consumers in another country.
Foreign Direct Investment: When a firm invests resources in business activities outside its home country. Globalization of production u Refers to sourcing of goods and services from locations around the world to take advantage of -Differences in cost or quality of the factors of production Labor Land Capital
The Globalization of the World Economy

Globalization of Production
u "The sourcing of goods and services from locations around the globe to take advantage of national differences in the cost and quality of factors of production (labor,energy, land and capital)." u Companies hope to lower their overall cost structure and/or improve the quality or functionality of their product offering -increasing their competitiveness.
"Global Products"
Volume of world trade and production, Best average speed of horse-drawn coaches and sailing ships, 10mph.
Steam locomotives average 65mph. Steamships average 36mph.
Propeller aircraft 300-400 mph.
Jet passenger aircraft 500-700mph. 
Implications for Production and Market Globalization
Production dispersed to economical locations due to transportation and communication advances.
New markets opened through WWW.
Jet aircraft move people and goods. Global media creating a worldwide culture.
Jet aircraft move people and goods. Global media creating a worldwide culture. Globalization and the World's Poor u Critics argue that globalization has not helped poor.
The Changing Paradigm of the Global Economy
-1870: per capita income of 17 richest nations was 2.4x that of all other countries. -1990: it was 4.5x larger. u Other factors may have influenced the gap.
-Totalitarian governments.
-Economic policies that destroyed wealth creation.
-Little protection of property rights.
-Expanding populations.
-War.
Managing in the Global Marketplace
u An International Business is any firm that engages in international trade or investment.
Managing an international business is different than managing a domestic business:
